Across 65 countries and over 15 varied application segments, we have built up an enviable reputation of high quality products, extensive distribution market, on-time support and above all a name our clients trust. Our industry-proven products are preferred by Home-owners, Restaurants, Military, Hospitals, Shopping Malls, Automobile Experts, Oil Companies, Mining Enterprises and more. Partnership with world-renowned brands has added credibility and reliability to our name – enabling us to become a single source for multiple solutions.
Continuum has always believed in staying at the cutting-edge of innovation. It’s more so essential in an industry where tough environment, rough conditions and unimaginable pressure is a given. We have partnered with leading brands with an experience of over 30 years in the industry. **A strong relationship with Industry Pioneers ensures that we have access to a world-wide network of 1500 applicators who are regularly trained on the latest innovations in the field.** Our global partners’ in-house R&D facilities track trends and formulate customized coating solutions for a diverse clientele.

We are focused on protecting and nurturing the environment for our future generations. Our commitment to the community includes promoting eco-friendly solutions that minimize harm to the environment and help build a safe planet.
Driving Continuum’s success has been our emphasis on building strong relationships with market leaders. Our collaboration with global names like High Impact Technology, Rhino Linings, Hindustan Coatings and Berger Paints has enabled us to drive game-changing outcomes for our clients. Backed by the expertise and experience of these industry leaders, we’ve introduced better products, streamlined customer service and delivered safer alternative coating solutions to conventional applications. In fact, today we are the authorized dealers in protective coatings for these premier brands.
The widest range of tailor-made applications to meet different needs:

- Military
- Retail Stores
- Commercial
- Hospitals
- Manufacturing Plants & Refineries
- Mining
- Oil Rigs
- Fleet Vehicles
- Marine
- Aviation
- Industrial
- Hotels
- Automobiles
- Waste Water Plants
- Public Transportation
- and more...
Defense against the toughest conditions.
Military vehicle armours are the first line-of-defense against life-threatening blast forces. Our high-end tough linings further strengthen the structural composition of armoured vehicles. These heavy-duty solutions defend against moisture, corrosion, chemical and biological elements, blast impact and more.

The thickness of the linings can be adjusted based on requirements and can be molded to fit any shape, without any defects or disjoins. Our spray-applied blast mitigation linings can be used on varied surfaces including fiberglass, steel, concrete and aluminium. From AFVs, scout vehicles, military ambulances, composite and body armours, light rail vehicles to attack aircrafts, these all-weather linings are made to last long.
Standing the test of time and tide.
Constant exposure to sun, water and weather can damage even the sturdiest of water crafts. High performance and long-lasting coatings are needed to provide complete protection to crew and cargo. A comprehensive line of surface, heat and chemical tolerant coating solutions provide durable protection to all types of marine vessels including aircraft carriers, submarines, tugs, barges and deep sea ships.

Utmost care is taken to ensure that internal and external surface finishes are smooth and seamless. These marine coatings can be used on diverse surfaces such as containers, decks, buoys, cargo holds and oil rigs.
Because floors go through a lot.
Concrete or wood floors can look new longer with our complete line of heavy duty floor coatings. These easy-to-maintain and reliable coatings are developed to perform in industrial, commercial and residential environments.

A range of floor finishes in crack repair resin, epoxy, epoxy flake, polyaspartic and polyurethane ensure that floors can withstand anything from light foot traffic to heavy vehicular traffic. Our premium Concrete Solutions including metallic epoxies (metal fusion), acid stain, spray-top and other cement polymer based overlay systems provide slip, dust, moisture and thermal shock resistance. We also offer a host of eco-friendly products for architects and builders to achieve international construction standards in their buildings.
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
WATERPROOFING SOLUTIONS

Water-resistant linings that last long.

We have partnered with industry leaders to introduce a spectrum of consumer and industrial waterproofing solutions that completely repel water and heavy oils. Spray application method combined with consistent execution of waterproofing systems prevent surface corrosion and degradation. These trusted formulations have been tested to AS/NZ4858:2004 ‘Wet area membranes’. Essentially this means that our high quality polyurethane solutions are resistant to chemical attack, fatigue fracture and water transmission. Formulated to meet strict industry standards, our waterproofing solutions can be used on varied surfaces including kitchens, swimming pools, freeway tunnels, balconies, decks and basements.
Wastewater treatment facilities, sewers, raw water distribution, water treatment and storage systems face the most extreme conditions in the water industry. The right coating solutions are critical to protect assets from severe service environments and chemical attack. Our wide-array of products provide maximum protection to wood, concrete, metals, steel, geo-textile and fiberglass substrates at minimum maintenance.

Our super hydrophobic solutions contain durable elastomeric linings that ensure long-lasting protection against abrasion, physical degradation and chemicals including hydrogen sulfide, along with leak and spill prevention. These 100% solid, environmentally friendly, VOC free polyurethane and polyurea coatings are applied seamlessly and are fully-cured in just 24 hours of application.
Digging deep to provide cost-effective answers.

Our industry-specific coatings for the Mining Industry are formulated to survive extreme friction and corrosive elements. Our objective is to extend the life of expensive equipment, decrease downtime and reduce high maintenance costs. A proven range of VOC free, completely solid, polyurethane and polyurea coatings are ideal to coat wood, concrete, steel and various geotextile materials. These impact-resistant solutions can be applied on any type of mining equipment including steel beams, cranes, truck beds, conveyors, diggers, crushers and pipes.

Dual coatings or a wear-indicator option that shows when re-coating is needed is also available. Additional advantage is offered in the form of strong coatings ranging from 2mm to unlimited thickness. Polyurethane spray application fills minute cracks, ensures stability and slip resistance.
Auto shield to keep automobiles brand new.

We work with a global network of approved applicators who are highly experienced in the application of our wide array of automobile coatings. Introduced in the United States mainly for Utes, these protective coatings are now used across the world and are suitable for glass, automotive paint, fabric, leather and plastic surfaces.

These advanced formulations not just provide amazing gloss but also anti-water-spotting, corrosion resistance and perfect protective coating and finish. This versatile coating solution can be applied on all types of vehicles including trucks, jeeps, combat vehicles, buses, ATVs and construction vehicles.
OUR APPLICATIONS
AT A GLANCE

MILITARY APPLICATIONS
- Blast Mitigation - Vehicles and Structures
- Tank Skins
- Helicopter Pads
- Fleet Vehicles - Personnel Carriers, Ambulances and more
- Radar Towers and Communication
- Mobile accommodation and Offices
- Primary and Secondary Containment
- Helicopters - Composite Armor Skins
- Bridges - Portable

MINING APPLICATIONS
- Vibration Screen Decks
- Vibrating Bowls
- Spiral Chutes
- Mine Loading Pads
- Mine Hopper Bins
- Battery Trays for Mining Vehicles
- Vehicle Protection (Corrosion Control, Salt Control)
- Dump Trucks
- Mine Conveyor Belts
- Insulated Foam Roofs
- Insulated Tanks

FLOORING APPLICATIONS
- Manufacturing Plants
- Refineries
- Retail Stores
- Schools
- Aviation Hangars
- Hospitals
- Hotels/Casinos
- Zoo and Veterinary Facilities
- Commercial Kitchens
- Automotive
- Waste Water Plants
USED IN **65** COUNTRIES. WITH OVER **1500** APPLICATORS.

**CONTAINMENTS**
- Reinstatement of Concrete Bunds
- Spray in Space Earthen Bunds
- Quick Erect Temporary Bunds
- Waste and Waste Water Tanks and Pits
- Acid Tank Protection
- Leaching Ponds
- Tailings Dams

**WATERPROOFING**
- Roofing
- Box Gutters
- Decking
- Tanks
- Pools
- Landings
- Car Parks
- Elevated Temperatures

**WATER AND WASTE WATER**
- Wastewater Treatment Facilities
- Wastewater Sludge Bins
- Steel Holding Tanks
- Portable Water Tanks
- Containment Tanks